Review: Roadburn Friday 16th April 2016
by Alex Mysteerie
Friday. A day of Almighty Clashes and
pure Dark Magic. It started ominously
with a migraine from hell. Downed a
couple of paracetamols and went back
to bed. Not chuffed to miss Hexvessel
(delightful on Thursday; had a few
shivering moments) vs. Arktau Eos.
The adventure begins at Extase with
subterranean malignant entities Nibiru.
The cavernous venue is perfect for my
esoteric initiation to the Italians’ live
psychometallic noise. Their slow
grooves annihilate my will to pay a brief
homage to queen Galás over on the
Main Stage: I just know what’s coming.
Trippier, faster, heavier stuff. It’s good.
It’s fun.

I hear Repulsion are smashing the Main
Stage. In the meantime, I notice Tim
Bagshaw as he makes his way to the 013.
Facial hair gone silver, eyes black as
ever,
he’s
charismatic
and
underestimated: will pairing up with
Lord Dorrian make people pay more
attention to his work, past and present?

With the Dead are as cool as expected,
with Lee striking effortless sexy poses.
Still got it.
Back to Exstase for Terzij de Horde.
They are magnificent. A posteverything hybrid with a lucid focus on
carving through the failings of the
human psyche. Musically superb,
breathless when they chase the speed of
light. Harsh and unforgiving on record,
live they assault the audience with raw,
visceral emotions.

Watching singer Joost is cathartic. He
lacerates his soul and his throat,
excruciatingly so. Drops on his knees,
jumps in the crowd, stares at you in the
eyes. Makes me feel like he’s me, or
maybe I’m him.That’s a sign of a truly
exceptional experience. One that has
roots far back into a time when G.I.S.M.
were part of something that changed
music forever: ‘80s Hardcore Punk.
Thank you Mr. Dorrian for bringing
them to us.

I appear at the top of the Main Stage arena.
It’s packed. In front of the stage people are
kicking up a hell of a mosh at least 50 rows
deep. Haven’t seen that in years. Too
much black metal, you see… G.I.S.M.
look bonkers, manga heroes with
hairstyles to match. Visuals flicker
frantically behind them. They are
incredible. Black and white anarcho style
drawings and collages like trippy R.E.M.
sequences. Best of all, a reminder of most
of the Kama Sutra repertoire, with close
details porn aficionados can only dream
of. Funny to think that at the same time I
could have been immersed in the
melancholy of Of the Wand and the Moon.

Lychgate, one of the many RB16 specials,
so a look that way, but I had to fly to Het
Patronaat early. I cut through an already
huge crowd gathered for Dark Buddha
Rising. The first thing I notice is the
CRASS, Rudimentary Peni and Anti
Cimex patches on the singer’s clothes.
Splendid: we’ve gone full circle! The
performance is jaw-dropping: along with
Oranssi Pazuzu, live they are simply
untouchable. The shaman on all fours
copulates through his mind’s eye, growing
fangs and claws.

This is the mantra, this is the ritual. I’m
far beyond the Himalayas, then I land
on an Icelandic glacier.

Úlfsmessa starts at 0:30. The hooded
collective invades the stage with all
sorts of instruments, old and new. A
viola, a trumpet, horns of various sizes,
even a didgeridoo. Familiar ritual tools
too, from incense to wine and silver
cups. Patronaat’s deconsecrated church
is our dark temple, and each one of us
worships Chaos through the wondrous
choral, highly-choreographed mass.
It’s a mighty crescendo that ends in a
devastating, relentless hale blizzard.
Oh if only I could have my wish, I’d
have Terzij the Horde, Oranssi Pazuzu,
Dark Buddha Rising and Úlfsmessa
playing again and again, one after the
other, nonstop, until the earth is finally
swallowed by the sun. - Alex Mysteerie

Goodbye Batcave, Hello Extase
As part of the 013’s reconstruction, we’re sending a fond farewell to the beloved
Batcave venue (Stage01), but fear not. In its place, we welcome a new venue of
comparable size to allow for intimate musical experiences in close proximity to
other venues. With a 250 head capacity making it only slightly larger than
Stage01, Extase will host some of Roadburn 2016’s most exciting acts. With
everybody from Californian doom heavyweights CHRCH to the legendary
Lugubrum Trio performing at Extase, it’s likely that all Roadburn attendees will
find themselves drawn in at some point or another during the long weekend.
With a convenient lounge and bar at Extase’s front and a stage in the back, guests
aren’t forced to be in the center of the chaos if they need a moment to relax during
the festivities. If you’re wondering where this great new spot is, it’ll be easy
enough to find. Extase is just around the corner from Het Patronaat and next to
the Midi Theatre, so it’ll be no issue to hop back and forth as you navigate your
dream arrangement for the festival.
Will the Batcave be missed? Surely. Will Extase provide a slightly larger capacity
while still retaining the close and captivating experiences of years past? Without
a doubt. With 2016’s Extase full lineup including CHRCH, Arktau Eos, Daniel
Payne, Epitaph, Nibiru, Black Moon Circle, Bliksem, Carousel, Crumbling
Ghost, Atomikylä and many more, this is the beginning of a promising and
exciting relationship. - Ben Handelman

Saturday 16th Daily Picks
Sander van den Driesche - Two words: Neurosis and Converge. The former
having their 30th anniversary show and the latter playing as ‘Blood Moon,’ the
collaboration between members Jacob Bannon, Kurt Ballou, Nate Newton,
and Ben Koller and guest musicians Chelsea Wolfe, Ben Chisholm, Stephen
Brodsky, and Steve Von Till. Not to be missed! And then there’s also the Amenra
acoustic show to provide the icing on the Roadburn cake!
Andreas Kohl - Brothers of the Sonic Cloth: They were place one on my wishlist
for this year and now it really happens! Been a diehard TAD fan my whole life and
totally and completely worship BOTSC’s album. A definite must-see for me.
Alex Mysteerie - Tau Cross: Lifelong heroes Away (Voivod) and Rob Miller
(Amebix) clashing with Kontinuum. Who will it be?… Naðra and Misþyrming,
cream of the Icelandic black metal crop, will both be mine though? Mwahaha!!!
Lee Edwards – It has to be Neurosis for me as I’ve not witnessed them live since
Roadburn 2007, we have a lot of catching up to do!
Kim Kelly - Misþyrming, Tau Cross, Atomikylä, Skepticism, Galley Beggar - I
seriously have to choose just one? Fine then. Make sure you catch all of the above,
and make a special effort to see Blood Ceremony. Roadburners should already be
good and familiar with these flute-happy Canadians, whose brilliant new album
carries the torch of ‘70s hard rock, ‘60s English folk, and a healthy, heavy
appreciation for the pagan triumph of The Wicker Man. They'll return to the
hallowed halls to bewitch us once again at Het Patronaat, and I for one can't wait.
Paul Robertson - Kenn Nardi: I've been in love with Kenn's band Anacrusis ever
since picking up their debut album Suffering Hour as a pup, thanks to a review in
Metal Forces back in 1988. Loved everything that came after but long since
consigned them to the 'never gonna get to see' pile — so you can probably imagine
how much I flipped when Walter announced that Kenn was playing a set including
some Anacrusis classics. I'll be down at the front, waiting for “Terrified.”
Guido Segers - To describe Kontinuum as a sort of Sólstafir Light is mean and
uncalled for. Seeing them play on a small stage today is definitely a good idea. So
is seeing Amenra, but I suppose you knew that already. I’m super excited to see
Brothers of the Sonic Cloth from Seattle bringing that grungy heaviness, it’s going
to be a great day.

Walter Roadburn - Astrosoniq: The moment Astrosoniq steer their mothership
through a neverending trip into the unknown will be transcendental — no wonder
I’m over the moon that our 2016 attendees will be able to explore the outer limits
with Astrosoniq as their captain. It’s such a rare occasion, and I’m honored to be a
part of it doing visuals and extremely happy that Roadburners will have the chance
to experience a band who means so much to me. Galley Beggar: Reminiscent of
Fairport Convention, Trees or an even more obscure troupe like The Woods Band,
Galley Beggar's Silence and Tears was by far my 2015 album of the year. There's
no contemporary UK folk rock band that understand the timeless beauty of this
genre more than Galley Beggar.
Paul Verhagen - Tau Cross: Never got acquainted with Amebix before but they
got me headlocked instantly.
Jamie Ludwig - Today’s bill is stacked! I’ll be starting early with the otherworldly
rock ‘n’ roll of the Netherlands’ own Dool — a new band featuring members of
The Devil’s Blood that has already torn up the local circuit — and I don’t plan to
stop until the last note of Neurosis’ 30th Anniversary concert, part one. (I can’t
think of a better place to celebrate such an incredible musical legacy than
Roadburn!). I’m also looking forward to hearing what Converge and crew have
cooked up for ‘Blood Moon.’
Dom Lawson - Skepticism: There are times when only deeply morbid funeral
doom will do. Skepticism are all-time greats. If you see me weeping, buy me a pint.
Ben Handelman - Naðra: Icelandic black metal is taking over Roadburn this year
thanks to Misþyrming’s residency. Among the most exciting rising stars in this
community is Naðra, whose Allir Vegir Til Glötunar is already one of 2016’s
strongest black metal albums. If you want to witness the blistering future of an
evolving genre, this set is mandatory.
José Carlos Santos - Skepticism: My favourite funeral doom band playing a set
selected by the fans? Okay, come find me right in front of the church organ! Also
Tau Cross: not only did they put out one of the best records of 2015, but an
opportunity to see the great Rob Miller performing live. Unmissable!
JJ Koczan - Neurosis: How could it be anything else? Don’t get me wrong, there’s
a lot of essential stuff happening today, with Astrosoniq, Brothers of the Sonic
Cloth, Converge’s ‘Blood Moon’, Galley Beggar and Atomikylä, but the 30th
anniversary celebration from Neurosis (tonight and tomorrow!) is unmissable.

My First Roadburn
by Ben Handelman
This year, I’m attending Roadburn for
the first time. I’ll admit that I’m more
than a bit uncertain about the whole
thing, although I know I’m excited. As
a member of “the press,” whatever that
really means, I’m torn between a sense
of journalistic obligation and my own
whims. How can I justify scheduling
interviews with bands while I’m
already bound to miss great talent due
to conflicting sets? Is it possible to find
George Carlin in a phone booth to assist
me in my quest to see and do
everything? The biggest thing for me
here is learning to make peace with my
limited capacities as a human being.
I, like many people, am going to miss a
band I love at some point. Roadburn is
meant to be fun, not stressful. With this
in mind, I’ve made a conscious decision
to simply appreciate the options I have
instead of fretting about what I might
not get to experience. I’m going to be
among a sea of music fans who share
my passion and enthusiasm. I’m going
to witness musical performances from
diverse and incredible bands. There’s
really no reason for this to be
unpleasant for anybody in attendance.
Will I find my way back to the United
States with a musical (and possibly
literal) hangover that lasts for days? It’s
possible. Is knowing I flew across an
ocean for a whirlwind romance with art
itself worth any minor obstacles?

Without a doubt. I’m going to drink and
celebrate in a strange new place with so
many friends from all over the world. While
music may be the centerpiece of the
experience, this is really an opportunity to
congregate with a community I typically
only get to interact with through a computer
screen.
Whether I’m drinking with friends from
Twitter or bonding over a shared love of
black metal demos with a complete
stranger, I know I’ll be making real
connections in Tilburg and I can’t imagine
finding time to fret.

What I’ve Learned In Nine Years
by José Carlos Santos
My
ongoing
relationship
with
Roadburn, which will reach its
milestone tenth year in 2017, often
makes me feel like I'm in a band with all
these hundreds of people who venture
out to Tilburg in April every year. We
have the same sort of kinship and
similar attitude towards music good
bands should have, after all. Even if our
tastes might be significantly different
sometimes, the music and everything
around it means the same thing to us.
Apologies if you were expecting a list of
the best shows I've seen at Roadburn or
something, but these are the biggest and
most important things I've gotten from
nine years of Roadburning.

The fact that there is a place where this
sharing of values, of mindsets and of
experiences is such a natural process. The
friends I have made from that process,
some of them – even some Portuguese
ones! –whom I really only see at
Roadburn.
The unrivalled camaraderie created by
the festival that has led me to state that
even if there weren't any bands playing,
I'd go anyway. These things are the
hardest part of the experience to put into
words and neat bullet point lists. But
okay, fine, I've got a few of those too.
What I’ve Learned:
- Clashes don't matter.
There's always a big fuss when schedules
are released, and yes, even I fall prey to
the "my favourite bands are playing at the
same time and my life is ruined" trap
sometimes, but only for a second, because
I know once I'm there all of that will
dissipate. Plan for a few can't-miss bands
each day, by all means, but chill. Allow
yourself freedom to explore, to see a few
bands you don't know, and don't be afraid
to miss bits of shows to cram in one more
band, or even have a beer with a new
friend.
- At least one band that you expect, or
don't know that well, or at all, will blow
your mind.

This is how I became a new/even bigger
fan of, say, Black Shape of of Nexus and
Earthless in 2008, Aderlating in 2009 or
Quest for Fire and Wardruna in 2011.
- Change is good.
Here, look at the 2008 Thursday
schedule: Since then, we've seen the
Midi Theatre come and go, Bat Cave
turn into Stage01, added the V39, the
Het Patronaat, the Cul de Sac and this
year the Extase plus a remodelled 013.
We've seen bands we never thought
would play, or even fit, Roadburn, and
we've gone from eight bands a day to,
like, 30. And yet, Roadburn still feels
exactly like Roadburn 2008 did. It would
be an even more drastic contrast if we
pulled it back to a few years before 2008.

Also, we've survived a fucking volcano,
alright? So don't fret when something
new is introduced, or when something
seems to not go according to your
expectations. It'll be fine.
- Your dreams will come true.
Okay, maybe not all of them (come on
Walter, let's convince Fenriz!), but a lot
of them (Winter, Thorr's Hammer),
even some unlikely ones (G.I.S.M.,
Candlemass playing Epicus with the
original vocalist), and even some you
didn't even know you had (Napalm
Death's special set, Goblin playing the
soundtracks live while the films are
projected). There is always a reason to
come back next year. And next year.
And… - José Carlos Santos

Top 5 Albums Of The Year So Far
Paul Verhagen
1. Oranssi Pazuzu, Värähtelijä
2. Spidergawd, Spidergawd III
3. Ulver, ATGCLVLSSCAP
4. Ketzer, Starless
5. Witchcraft, Nucleus
Lee Edwards
1. Mugstar, Magnetic Seasons
2. Årabrot, The Gospel
3. Dead Feathers, Dead Feathers
4. Spider Kitten, Ark Of Octofelis
5. The Body, No One Deserves Happiness
JJ Koczan
1. Mars Red Sky, Apex III (Praise for the Burning Soul)
2. Greenleaf, Rise Above the Meadow
3. Wo Fat, Midnight Cometh
4. Wight, Love is Not Only What You Know
5. King Buffalo, King Buffalo
Alex Mysteerie
1. Hexvessel, When We are Death
2. Inverloch, Distance | Collapsed
3. Mammifer, The World Unseen
4. Obsidian Kingdom, A Year with No Summer
5. Unru, Als Tier Ist Der Mensch Nichts
Kim Kelly
1. Book of Sand, Occult Anarchist Propaganda
2. Funeral Moth, Transience
3. Naðra, Allir vegir til glötunar
4. Blood Ceremony, Lord of Misrule
5. Loretta Lynn, Full Circle
Andreas Kohl
1. Blind Idiot God, Before ever After
2. Mike & the Melvins, Three Men and a Baby
3. Colin Stetson, Sorrow: A Reimagining of Gorecki’s 3rd Symphony
4. Yndi Halda, Under Summer
5. Årabrot, The Gospel

Top 5 Albums Of The Year So Far
Guido Segers
1. Rotting Christ, Rituals
2. Wildernessking, Mystical Future
3. Baroness, Purple
4. Ulver, ATGCLVLSSCAP
5. The Lion’s Daughter, Existence is Horror
Paul Robertson
1. Voivod, Post Society
2. Vhöl, Deeper than Sky (technically it came out last year, but the vinyl version is
coming out this year, so that counts, right?)
3. David Bowie, Blackstar
4. Pogavranjen, Jedva Čekam Da Nikad Ne Umrem
5. John Carpenter, Lost Themes II
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